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ABSTRACT  
 
High-tech gadgets is a technology-intensive market that is highly profitable and very 
dynamic. Competition in this market is very intense and the market winner is 
unpredictable. In order to remain a market leader or to become one, a company should 
build a competitive advantage over his market rivals. In this study the authors would like 
to understand what market strategy make companies successful and what are the 
constituents of this strategy.  
To answer these questions a literature study was conducted with the goal to find market 
strategies that are representative for the dynamic market conditions. As a result several 
hypotheses for the market strategy and market leadership were derived.  
The multiple-case study method was used in order to ensure that by comparing single 
cases the optimal strategy is chosen. Three companies were chosen from the mobile 
phone market as representative examples due to recent changes in market leading 
position that involved them all: Apple succeeded mobile phone market leader Nokia in the 
smart-phone design, and Samsung succeeded Apple in the smart-phone design and Nokia 
in total mobile-phone market. Data collection was gained from the corporate sources of 
investigated companies, known financial institutions, and open source and published 
scientific journals. Subsequently, the hypotheses were verified by verification of internal 
and external validities, and the final market strategies with their constituents were 
derived. 
A major finding of the study is in showing empirically that both strategies [market -
driven and driving-markets] can be successful, but they are company profile dependent 
[in this study: design-based and manufacturing-based]. Market leadership is independent 
of the market strategy and is highly dependent on the core competencies that are 
nourished by top-management. Therefore, as core competences are not specifically 
defined in this study, the managers should seek a way on how to induce the organization 
change for stimulating the creativity and innovativeness in the company - building an 
innovative culture. Market strategies proposed in this study can then be used as 
guidelines, but not as the prescription. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

High-tech gadgets (e.g. Mobile phones, computers, navigation systems) have become a 
huge and growing market. The mobile-phone market still continues to grow with an 
introduction of smart-phones from three billion in 2007, 4.6 billion in 2009, and more 
than five billion in 2011 (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013, p 247). Based on Apple’s 2009 
annual report, it sold approximately 7.9 billion dollars of iPods and 6.5 billion dollars of 
iPhones out of total sales of 36 billion dollars, (Cusumano, 2010). Likewise, the use of 
smart-phones has increased across all demographics and annual sales of smart-phones 
exceeded 40 million units worldwide in 2009 (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013, p 247). Many 
gadgets have become an important part of consumers’ self-definition as they help 
consumers communicate (PC and Phone), navigate (GPS), experience (cameras), and 
express themselves (web-based applications). 

The market of gadgets is very dynamic and unpredictable. Nokia took the top spot in 
1998 from Motorola and stayed as a mobile phone market leader until 2012 (Williamson, 
2012). A growing hunger in social media and communication market was pushing phone 
manufacturers towards a combination of a mobile phone equipped with computing 
operation systems (OS), called a smart-phone (Smartphone, 2013). Nokia and Ericsson 
became pioneers of the 'smart'-concept by releasing their first smart-phones in 2000 
(Smartphone, 2013). In 2007, Apple Inc. shook the smart-phone market equilibrium by 
introducing its first mobile phone with a multi-touch interface (Smartphone, 2013). From 
this moment, Apple was doubling its sales each year by incorporating new features in its 
iPhone, increasing fast its market share (Foresman, 2009). Since then Nokia has not been 
able to recover and lost all it had within several years (Mitra, 2012). In order to grasp a 
market share from Apple that focussed mainly on upper class demographics, Samsung 
started creating its own market, focusing mainly on phone price and its variety (Sainvilus, 
2012). The essence of the Samsung strategy, which brought it from the bottom to the top 
of the list within several years (Blandford, 2012) was a grasp on technology and 
implementation of the available open-source platform (Smartphone, 2013 and Singh, 
2012). The open-source platform concept gives people freedom in creating their own 
applications and sharing them globally (Iyer & Davenport, 2008, Thomke & von Hippel, 
2002).  

The question rises what makes a company to become a market leader in rapidly 
developing markets? In dynamic markets (or also called as turbulent or volatile markets) 
the corporate strategy to market leadership gets proven every day and each decision taken 
will either strengthen company's position or weaken it. Understanding strategies that 
make companies successful as well as the constituents of those strategies would help top 
managers re-evaluate their own actions and decisions in respect to their own companies. 
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Prahalad & Hamel (1990) defined “core competences” of any company that play a major 
role in defining its global leadership position. Porter (1990) and Iyer & Davenport (2008) 
define innovation as a driver to success, that includes innovation in technology, 
organization and services. Kanter (2008) and Thomke & von Hippel (2002) argue that 
success on the global arena is lying in the concept of integrated enterprises, allowing 
third-parties being a part of your innovation platform. Porter (1996) argues that strategic 
positioning should be based on customer's needs, accessibility or the variety of a 
company's products or services. Eisenhardt & Brown (1999) suggest patching strategy 
for the large companies in order to overcome trade-off difficulties between resources 
allocation and exploring a niche opportunity for growth.  

In summary, the authors would like to emphasize the research question as what market 
strategy makes a company successful and what are the constituents of this strategy? 
Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to study the leading mobile phone companies 
during a given period of time, focusing on their decisions, actions and performance in 
respect to market development and demand. These findings will be compared with the 
known practices reported in literature, finally defining constituencies of successful 
strategy toward market leadership. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

To answer the main research question on what strategy brings a company in the leading 
position and what are the constituents of this successful strategy, a study was conducted 
in the fast developing, technology-intensive gadget market. The reason for choosing a fast 
developing market (or also called as volatile or turbulent market) is in the nature of its 
dynamics, where competitors are being tested daily on the validity of their corporate 
strategy. The choice for gadget market is made due to its actuality nowadays; it is a new 
market, but a market that is highly related to the telecommunication and computer 
technology businesses where competitors' share in the market had been settled for a 
while. 

Gadget market or a mobile communication market is also one of the most profitable 
markets which makes it very attractive for potential new entrants targeting a fast return 
on their investments. The study of Bryce and Dyer (2007, p 86) shows that when entrants 
in the top industries were profitable, their returns were nearly seven times those of all 
entrants in the top industries – and almost four times the returns of the profitable entrants 
in less attractive markets. Industrial globalization makes the competition in this market 
also very tense and the result of this competition unpredictable. Therefore, choices that 
company makes in defining its strategy might lead to a drastic outcome.  

The multiple case-studies method was used in answering the main research question 
(Yin, 2009, p 8, 19). Distinctive characteristic of case-study method from other research 
methods is being focusing on examining contemporary events where the investigator has 
little or no influence on (Yin, 2009, p 13). Individual case is studied across the time 
providing an explanation to presumed causal linkages between the company actions or 
decisions and the company performance expressed in a market share over time, and is 
known as an explanatory study (Yin, 2009, p 9).  

Multiple case-studies method is also called a comparative case method (Yin, 2009, p 19). 
Comparing different practices leads to results that are often considered to be more 
compelling and more robust (Yin, 2009, p 53). But, in this specific case when the 
question is about the best market leadership strategy, it is also a requirement, because 
conclusions taken on a base of one case would not be sufficient.  

Three technology-intensive businesses within gadget market were studied and compared 
on the length of the last decade. All three companies achieved market leadership 
worldwide at different point of time, Figure 2.1 and 2.2. Nokia was a market leader in a 
mobile phone market with a highest market share reaching almost 40% in 2008 and was 
one of the pioneers of smart-phone concept in 2000. Apple represents a successful 
market entrant that immediately took the leadership in the gadget market, Figure 2.1. 
Samsung was a mobile-phone market participate with a average market share of 15% 
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and to the contrary to Nokia, showed the capability to respond to Apple entrance with a 
comparable product and within several years became a market leader in the gadget 
market, Figure 2.1 and 2.2. Other companies were excluded from the study as possessing 
on average a constant and marginal market share in this market, Figure 2.2. All three 
brands are recognized worldwide for their products and services; therefore, the influence 
on branding in this study is excluded as well.  

 
Figure 2.1. Global mobile-phone market share of Nokia, Apple and Samsung in time, % 

(Appendix A-1, Appendix) 

 
Figure 2.2. Smart-phones market share over time, % (Image courtesy of CNNMoney), 

(Lev-Ram, 2013) 
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2.1. RESEARCH STRATEGY 

The research strategy is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Literature search and data collection was 
done in parallel manner. Three study cases were defined beforehand. Various data sources 
of evidence are used for this case study, mostly related to archival and documentary 
sources available in an open source (Yin, 2009, p 101). Literature review was based on 
the relevance to the topic in question including but not limiting to the keywords as 
corporate strategy, turbulent markets, market leadership. Based on literature findings 
several hypotheses were derived and evaluated based on the obtained specific company-
related data. Data collection was gained from the corporate sources of investigated 
companies, known financial institutions and published scientific journals. Data search 
was focused on thee selected cases. 

Qualitative and quantitative data found about the companies' performance is used in the 
data analysis (Yin, 2009, p 132). The reason for using this dual data collection strategy 
relates to point that not all hypotheses can be verified based quantitative data. Pattern-
matching technique is used for data analysis (Yin, 2009, p 136). This technique 
comprises a comparison of empirically based pattern with a predicted one known in 
literature. If the patterns coincide, the result will strengthen its internal and external 
validities (Yin, 2009, p 136). Internal validities is mainly a part of an explanatory study 
that is conducted, is trying to establish a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions 
are believed to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships 
(Yin, 2009, p 40). External validities deal with the problem of knowing whether a study's 
findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 2009, p 43). Thus, 
derived hypotheses were verified and finally generalized concept of successful market 
leadership was formulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Research strategy 
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2.2. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THREE CASES 

2.2.1. NOKIA (FOUNDED IN 1865)  

Nokia was founded as pulp mill in 1865 in Finland. It went from paper to rubber and then 
continued on to electronics and finally becoming one of the most influential Mobile Cell 
Phone manufacturers of 3G-era starting over the years 2001-2003 (Nokia story, 2013). 
3G networks allowed to do more than just phoning and messaging - it opened up the 
ability to surf the web, videotaping, downloading with reasonable flexibility and speed. 
Nokia launched “its first 3G phone (third generation), the Nokia 6650, in 2002” what 
appearance changed the mobile market forever (Nokia story, 2013). Nokia had sold its 
billionth phone in 2005 and was recognized at that time as the 5th most valued brand 
(Nokia story, 2013). Nokia held its position as the premiere phone manufacturer up to the 
appearance of the new product - a “Smartphone” from Apple, Figure 2.2. Although Nokia 
was a pioneer of a smart-phone concept back to 2000 (Smartphone, 2013), it was unable 
to adapt to the sudden impact of the new smart-phone market although several attempts 
were made. Nokia could sustain its operating profit still between 2007-2010 going into 
clear losses in 2011 & 2012 (Nokia financials, 2013). Faced with the non-viability of their 
Symbian OS (Nokia, 2013), Nokia has declared that the Symbian OS will be “sidelined” 
(Nokia story, 2013). It instigated a strategic partnership with Microsoft by adopting the 
new Window 7 OS in order to strengthen their smart-phone market position and to 
establish a third mobile phone system to rival's iOS (Apple) and Android (Nokia story, 
2013). Nokia launched their first Windows-based phones in October 2011 (Nokia story, 
2013). Although Nokia is making losses it is still the 2nd largest cell phone manufacturer 
in the world as of 2012, Figure 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.4. Global mobile-phones sells for Nokia, Apple, Samsung in time, Millions pieces, 

(Appendix Table A-1) 
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2.2.2. APPLE INC. (FOUNDED IN 1976) 

Apple was founded in 1976 as a developer and manufacturer of personal computers and 
its respective operating system (Apple history, 2013). It established itself as an alternative 
to IBM and Microsoft and created a well know brand with a Macintosh in the 
personalized computer market. The company is also largely associated with one of its 
founders Steve Jobs who left company for a few years to come back when Apple bought 
out his new company Next and moved up to run the company again in 1997 (Apple 
history, 2013). At that time Apple's product share in a computer market went into 
stagnation and after Job's return to Apple “He subsequently instilled a new corporate 
philosophy of recognizable products and simple design, starting with the original iMac in 
1998” (Apple history, 2013). During Steve Jobs period he moved Apple up from a small 
alternative PC manufacturer to more general consumer electronics announcing the iPod 
music player in 2001 and the online service store iTunes (Apple history, 2013). In 2007 
Apple shook the mobile-phone market with its release of the iPhone where he 
successfully blended computers with consumer electronics and telephony (Cusumano, 
2010). After the first iPhone release, Apple dominated a smartphone market for 5 years 
releasing its new version every 12 months, Table 4-8 and Figure A-4 in Appendix. Later in 
2010 Apple implemented a mobile technology as well into to an iPad - tablet computer 
(Apple history, 2013).  

 

2.2.3. SAMSUNG (FOUNDED IN 1938)  

Samsung was founded 1938 in Korea and expanded from dried vegetables and fish 
supplier into the manufacturing of flour mills and confectionery machines and later into 
electronics manufacturing starting with black-and-white TVs in 1970 (Samsung history, 
2013). From this time on Samsung expended his activities in various fields. For example, 
Samsung Aerospace Industries (now Samsung Techwin) was launched in February 1987, 
Appendix A-8. In 1985, Samsung entered the systems development business, establishing 
Samsung Data Systems (now Samsung SDS) as a leader in information technology 
services, including systems integration, systems management, consulting, and 
networking services (Samsung history, 2013).  

Nowadays, the Samsung Group is the largest corporate entity in South Korea, with $227.3 
billion in revenue in 2010 and 315,000 employees worldwide (Khanna, Song & Lee, 2011, 
p 143). Best known for its flagship, Samsung Electronics (SEC) created in 1978 - producer 
of semiconductors, cell phones, TVs, and LCD panels — the group’s highly diversified 
businesses span a wide range of industries, including financial services, information 
technology services, machinery, shipbuilding, and chemicals. 
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Samsung's increasing focus on technology led to the creation of the company's two 
research and development (R&D) institutes that helped expand its reach even further into 
electronics, semiconductors, high polymer chemicals, genetic engineering, optical 
telecommunications, aerospace, and new fields of technology innovation from 
nanotechnology to advanced network architectures (Samsung history, 2013).” In 1996 
Samsung established and funded the Samsung Art and Design Institute in collaboration 
with Parsons the New School for Design in New York. Following that lead, SEC has 
established design research institutes in the United States, the United Kingdom, Italy, 
Japan, China, and India. Each year SEC sends 15 designers abroad to prominent design 
schools for one to three years to learn cutting-edge trends. As a result, SEC has won a 
panoply of design awards. Combining this design excellence with its traditional 
technological competence has allowed the once low-cost imitator to sustain a high-price 
strategy for its TVs and cell phones (Khanna, Song & Lee, 2011, p 147). 
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3. THEORY 

Industrial globalization and information technology open colossal possibilities for 
companies to grow and at the same time put them under enormous pressure of tense 
competition. Porter (1990) noticed that in global competition the role of nations is 
increased where national value, culture, economic structure, institutions and histories 
play an essential role. Therefore, nations succeed in particular industries because their 
home environment is the most forward-looking, dynamic and challenging. For companies 
to gain a competitive advantage in domestic and/or international markets requires 
aggressive innovation in all aspect of companies' activities as design, production 
processing, marketing approach, organization efficiency and others. It implies 
continuous investment in skills and knowledge as well as in physical assets and brand 
reputation. This aggressiveness in innovation is especially vital for the companies in 
technology-intense dynamically developing markets as for example the market of gadgets.  

Porter (1990) proposed to use the nation's advantages selectively in a choice of suppliers 
or in a form of alliances in favor of building a global competitive advantage. For example, 
90% of Apple's iPhones are manufactured abroad, where advanced semiconductors come 
from Germany and Taiwan, memory from Korea and Japan, display panels and circuitry 
from Korea and Taiwan, chipsets from Europe and rare metals from Africa and Asia, and 
all of it is put together in China, Figure A-1 in Appendix (Duhigg & Bradsher, 2012). The 
possibility of incorporation of nation's advantages into corporate structure as, for 
example, the manufacturing outsourcing, allows companies to concentrate their resources 
towards key aspects of company's activities. 

Innovation is widely recognized as a pillar of growth in modern market environment, but 
the question still remains: is it preferable to satisfy existing consumer needs, thus 
adapting to market conditions, or reveal their latent needs, thus seeking to change the 
conditions (Laurent Tournois, 2013)? A good understanding of customers' desires is a 
base of company's success (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013, p 247). Depending on the level the 
company understands the customer; it will either follow the market or would 
influence/change it. 

Jaworski, Kohli & Sahay (2000) described these two approaches to being market oriented 
as a market-driven approach and a diving-markets approach. Market-driven refers to a 
business orientation that is based on understanding and reacting to the preferences and 
behaviors of players within a given market structure. Driving-markets, on the other hand, 
implies influencing the structure of the market and/or the behavior(s) of market players 
in a direction that enhances the competitive position of the business. In this context, 
there are three generic ways of changing the structure of a market: eliminating players in 
a market (deconstruction approach), building a new or modified set of players in a market 
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(construction approach), and changing the functions performed by players (functional 
modification approach). Market behavior can be modified directly or, alternatively, 
indirectly by changing the mind-set of market players (e.g. customers, competitors, and 
other stakeholders). Both approaches can be complimentary to each other. Jaworski, 
Kohli & Sahay (2000) give an example of an organization that simultaneously attempting 
to protect a cash-generating old technology and attempting to build a business for the 
future with a new technology. This combined approach got also a term "dual strategy" 
because organizations are often confronted with balancing the need to manage the 
present business opportunities while concomitantly planning for the future (Jaworski, 
Kohli & Sahay, 2000, p 47). Christensen (1997) thinks that the problem lays in the 
resource dependency of companies from its customers and investors. Managers become 
powerless to change the course of their firms against the dictates of their customers 
(customer-focus resource allocation). Managers should allocate all their resources for 
customer satisfaction and even when understanding the importance of focusing on 
development of new technology, it takes a lot of effort to keep this development full speed 
(Christensen, 1997, p 3-28).  

Christensen (1997) offers two ways for managers to deal with the "dual strategy": either 
to convince everyone in the firm that the company should pursue this way or to create an 
independent organization, that can be a separate “spin-off organization” but he argues 
that the second one is easier. Eisenhardt & Brown (1999) suggest patching strategy for 
the large companies to overcome a trade-off between resources allocation and exploring a 
niche opportunity for growth. Patching can be seen as a strategic process by which 
corporate executives routinely remap businesses to changing market opportunities 
(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1999, p 73). It implies continuous processing of adding, splitting, 
transferring, exiting or combining chunks of businesses [resources]; forming small 
business units that are modular that would guarantee business mobility and flexibility, 
organization transparency and foster a sense of ownership among managers and 
employees that is recognized to be essential specially in case of volatile markets. 

Sull (2009) compared competing in volatile markets with entering a boxing ring, due to 
high uncertainty in business competition today. Companies can employ agility to spot and 
exploit changes in the market or alternatively, they can rely on their powers of 
absorption to withstand market shifts. Some companies, however, combine both 
approaches and display “agile absorption” – the ability to consistently identify and seize 
opportunities while retaining the structural characteristics to weather changes. In 
unstable times, cultivating and using both capabilities in combination can help companies 
not only survive but emerge as true market leaders (Sull, 2009, p 80).  

Organizational agility is described as a company’s ability to consistently identify and 
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capture business opportunities more quickly than its rivals do (Sull, 2009, p 81). Three 
distinct forms of organizational agility were recognized: operational, portfolio and 
strategic. Operational agility is a company’s capacity, within a focused business model, to 
find and seize opportunities to improve operations and processes like cost reductions, 
quality improvements, refinements to distribution processes or introducing new products 
and services. Portfolio agility is the ability to quickly and effectively shift resources, 
including cash, talent, and managerial attention, out of less-promising units and into 
more-attractive ones. Strategic agility is the ability to spot and decisively seize the last 
kind of opportunity, the game changers. Such opportunities usually entail rapidly scaling 
up a new business, aggressively entering a new market, betting heavily on a new 
technology, or making significant investments in capacity (Sull, 2009, p 81-82).  

In a business context, firms can also build absorption in several ways. The obvious levers 
include size, diversification, and a war chest of cash. Other factors (high customer 
switching costs, low fixed costs, and a powerful patron) can also buffer a firm against 
environmental changes, although in less evident ways (Sull, 2009, p 83). Because golden 
opportunities are not evenly spaced over time, absorptive capabilities can keep a 
company in the game until its big chance emerges. Sull (2009) gives an example of 
Apple's iPod that is an excellent example of agility, but it was the firm’s absorption – in the 
form of a small core of customers locked into the firm’s product – that kept Apple around 
long enough to seize the opportunity. During the 1990s, Apple was relegated to the 
“other” category in the U.S. PC market when its share fell to under 5%, and from the late 
1980s through early 2004, its stock was essentially flat. A small base of fanatically loyal 
customers kept the company going until changes in context created its golden 
opportunity. 

Abetti (1997) identified four strategies that define a global leadership of technology-
intensive companies. Both technological and market strategies were divided into two 
broad categories: convergent and divergent. A convergent technology strategy is defined 
as the development and synergistic integration of all technologies necessary to achieve 
worldwide leadership for a new product. A convergent market strategy is defined as the 
utilization of all marketing efforts to gain worldwide leadership in a specific market 
segment. A divergent technological strategy is defined as the development of alternative 
technologies, related or unrelated, that will assure leadership in a given market. A 
divergent market strategy is defined as targeting a broad spectrum of customers across 
many industries, with a great variety of diverse applications. All strategies are described 
as being successful. Advantage of the convergent technologies is seen in simplicity of an 
organization structure led by a strong leader, direct communication between all team 
members acting as peers working towards a common goal with innovative approach 
(Abetti, 1997, p 650). The same hold for the convergent market strategies, where 
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customer segments and decision-making units are homogeneous and easily identifiable. 
Divergent technologies are more difficult to manage because of major difference in core 
competencies, although lead to advantage of the overall company health. The same holds 
for the divergent market strategies, where the marketing and sales structure becomes 
more complex as well as difficult and expensive in comparison with convergent markets 
(Abetti, 1997, p 652-654). 

To summarize, company's success on the global and domestic arena does not depend on 
the technological and market strategies they choose, but depends on how well companies 
can understand customer’s desires and what are their competitive advantage over market 
rivals. Therefore, in order to gain the competitive advantage, it is not enough to make 
marginal improvements to competitor’s technology and business practices, managers 
must fundamentally change the game - competitive innovation (Hamel & Prahalad, 1989). 
It may imply for example a widening of company's portfolio of advantages, exploiting the 
benefit of surprise by entering the under-defended territories, lowering the barriers to 
entry by changing the rules of the game (refusing accepting the front runner’s definition 
of the industry) or competing through collaboration. As a result, company would be able 
to act as an independent market player, taking a strong market position (described 
previously as a driving-markets approach). Thus, the first hypothesis is formulated as:  

HS1. Successful market strategy is an aggressive innovation with driving-markets 
approach (Figure 3.1). 

Information plays a large role in the process of innovation, information from internal 
research activities, from successes in different industries and countries. Advances in 
information communication through the internet technology provides an enormous 
possibility for gaining information about the closed competitor actions, successful 
practices in other industries, being updated on the latest technological advances and 
research findings, and simply allowing a fast information exchange around the globe. 
Internet became a powerful tool that is used worldwide in information exchange process 
then when used correctly will support the company rich.  

Google ecosystem is highly cited example of successful strategy on the Internet landscape 
that other companies are actively trying to follow. Google provides a platform or a flexible 
infrastructure where third parties, such as content provider, advertisers, consumers can 
share access and create new applications that incorporate elements of Google 
functionality (Iyer & Davenport, 2008). In this ecosystem Google plays a role of a keystone 
- the component that holds all others in place. An approach for providing customers with 
a toolkit that customers themselves can apply for creating their own design letting the 
supplier focus more on delivering a quality product of a customer design, is proven to be 
successful in various industries, like semiconductor chip manufacturing, perfume and 
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fashion industries, software companies (Thomke & von Hippel, 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Market strategy 

This model is attractive on several counts: it provides customers with a common 
foundation or core technology that a firm can re-use in different product variations and it 
creates a "network effect" for users strengthening platform position and at the same time 
provides a continuous feedback for interactively improving or adding features to product 
offering (Iyer & Davenport, 2008; Cusumano, 2010).  

No strategy remains unique forever – attractive positions get imitated by aggressive 
competitors but also new strategic positions keep emerging all the time (Markides, 2004, 
p 10). Even though Google is dominant in software platform market, other companies as 
Apple has become more like archrival Microsoft to Google (Cusumano, 2010, p 22). 
Apple's products, despite their elegant designs and unique user interfaces, would not be 
very valuable without external digital content such as music and video files and a variety 
of applications and accessories gathered in iTunes Store, Apple App Store and iBooks 
store. This new strategy of combining products and services can help companies attract 
new customers and increase demand among existing ones by providing superior value 
(Shankar, Berry & Dotzel, 2009, p 95). For Apple, combinations of iPod or iPhone products 
with iTunes service are highly complementary. The purchase cycles for products and 
services are different: if an iPod product can last for several years, the iTunes service is 
used far more frequently. Thus in order to accelerate or stimulate the next iPod purchase, 
Apple sells, for example, new services through iTunes which are already designed for next 
generation iPods.  

Although following market leaders are not always the best strategy, especially when they 
execute a headline-making merger (Keil & Laamanen, 2011, p 26). The authors 
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discovered that companies that react on rival's merger with a head-on merger of their 
own frequently exhibit poorer performance than companies that carefully develop a less 
direct response, as concentrating on core businesses instead of diversifying on side 
activities, increased R&D budget, implementing new technologies, using small acquisition 
to build a counter positions. Keil & Laamanen (2011) give an example of Nokia being in a 
war with Garmin and TomTom on digital map companies’ acquisitions, not noticing Apple 
and Google maps providing this product developed on their own. Apple and Google took 
33% market of navigation systems after incorporation of this technology into a 
smartphone product architecture. 

To summarize, information technology allows getting very fast information on our 
surroundings, customer preferences, rivals actions, global economy and market 
conditions including neighboring markets, etcetera. The reaction of the company to these 
external stimuli can be vital for company performance results. Replication of the 
successful business practices into the organization architecture or implementation of a 
new technical solution into the new product can strengthen company's positions. On 
contrary quick, unlevered reaction to rival's move can cost company a fortune. The result, 
of course, of what is good and what is bad business practice cannot be known on front, 
but it is a task of the management to identify what practice would be a better fit with 
their organization. The following hypothesis is stated:  

HS2. Successful market strategy is an aggressive innovation with market-driven 
approach (Figure 3.1). 

The most attractive markets are almost always the hardest to profitably break into. The 
trick is to be indirect, so incumbents don’t notice you until it’s too late (Bryce & Dyer, 
2007, p 84). Market leaders earn relatively high profits only because of their bargaining 
power over suppliers and buyers, the lack of substitute products, favourable competitive 
conditions or barriers to entry (Porter, 2008). Bryce & Dyer (2007) found out that the 
only strategy to overcome the entry barriers was an "indirect assault". Successful 
entrants do not engage in frontal attacks, because market leaders can head them off by 
cornering key resources or will stop them in their tracks with price wars, ad blitzes, 
lawsuits, and other retaliatory tactics. However, when companies carve out toeholds by 
using strategies that incumbents either find difficult to respond to or choose to ignore, 
their chances of success rise exponentially. "Indirect assault" strategy is especially 
successful when market companies haven't developed technological innovations (Bryce & 
Dyer, 2007, p 86).  

Bryce & Dyer (2007) distinguish three basic strategies to break into profitable markets: 
(1) Leverage existing assets when companies use what they already have, often 
supplementing their assets and resources with a partner’s, to overcome entry barriers; 
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(2) Reconfigure value chains when Entrants change the activities or the sequence of 
activities they perform to deliver value to customers; (3) Establish niches when 
enterprises develop offerings with features that don’t initially appeal to mainstream 
customers but attract customers in a fringe segment. Successful companies though, mix 
and match the three approaches, deploying at least two of them simultaneously or 
sequentially. By creating powerful combination strategies, enterprises can defy half a 
century of economic logic and make money by entering highly profitable industries (Bryce 
& Dyer, 2007, p 88). For example, a combination of reconfiguring the value chain and 
creating a niche is found as the most powerful combination strategy (Christensen, 1997). 
By reconfiguring value chains, entrants create low-cost business models; at the same time, 
by establishing niches, they stay off incumbents’ radar screens. 

Christensen (1997) defines two types of innovative technologies: sustained technologies 
that relates to the improvement of the current product and disruptive innovations – an 
unexpected technological breakthrough. These two types of innovative technologies 
resemble pretty much the discussion and conclusions on the market-driven and driving-
market. It is in fact the same concept, only discussed in terms of technology and 
production processes. Sustaining technology changes are predictable and established 
firms are the leading innovators as they are leaders in this type of technology, it satisfies 
existing customers with expected improvement. Disruptive technologies can be 
straightforward, off-the-shelf technologies packed in a new product architecture. They 
can be of no interest for the current market/customers in respect to its lower 
performance, but with further development they not only find new applications but also 
bit existing product. This is when the entrant firms using off-the-shelf technology (used 
by established firms) can easily kick out established firms from the new market. 
Christensen himself gives an example in drive industry where 2/3 of 14 inch 
manufacturers have never introduced 8 inch models as being 2 years behind in 8 inch 
drive development (Christensen, 1997, p 3-28). Apple can be another more recent 
example of disruptive technology where he could successfully blend computers with 
consumer electronics and telephony (Cusumano, 2010, p 22-23). Apple began during 
2001–2003 with the iPod and iTunes music service transforming them further into 
iPhone taking mobile phone manufactures by surprise, Figure 2.1 and Figure A-7.  

To summarize, the barrier for entering a profitable market is very high. The most 
successful strategy for lowering the entry barrier would be to enter with a strategy that is 
difficult to respond to or to enter with a niche product that incumbents would not 
consider to be risky for their business at first place and would ignore it. Therefore, the 
following hypothesis is derived as: 

HS3 Successful new market entrance strategy is an indirect assault (Figure 3.1). 
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Hamel & Prahalad (1989) quoted in their early publication on 'strategic intent' Sun-Tzu 
who said already 3000 years ago: all men can see the tactic whereby I conquer, but what 
none can see is the strategy out of which great victory is evolved. Authors implied that 
analyzing a competitor on the existing resources (human, technical and financial), 
general conclusions can be withdrawn on strategic direction (or tactics) or positioning of 
the competitor in the market, but will not help to understand the resolution, stamina and 
inventiveness of potential competitors. Therefore, the real source of advantage are to be 
found in management ability to consolidate corporate wide technologies and production 
skills into competencies that empower individual businesses to adapt quickly to changing 
opportunities (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). Core products are nourished by competences 
and engender business units whose fruits are end products (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). In 
this chain from competencies towards end products, core competencies play an essential 
role in company's success. 

Prahalad & Hamel (1990) defined core competences as a collective learning in the 
organization especially how to coordinate diverse production skills and integrate multiple 
streams of technologies; it is also about the organization of work and the delivery of 
value; it is a communication; involvement and deep commitment to working across 
organizational boundaries.  

Core competence should be difficult for competitors to imitate. There are various 
practices described in literature that were proven being successful in application to 
certain companies, but not necessarily can be applied to any company that finds it 
attractive. Application of one or another model highly depends on the company's culture 
and national peculiarities. For example, Just-in-time (JIT) system or a lean production is a 
Japanese way of reducing the waste in production environment by improving the 
feedback system from customers to suppliers, machine utilization with a minimum man 
power in targeting the goal of low manufacturing costs (Taiichi, 1995, p 48-68). It took 
Toyota couple of decades to fully implement this system and a complete change of the 
company got required that involved not only the production but also the mentality 
change of all employees from management to floor workers.  

To sustain leadership in their chosen core competence areas companies seek to maximize 
their world manufacturing share in core products (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). Therefore 
manufacturing of core products for a wide variety of external and internal customers 
yields the revenue and market feedback that at least partly determines the pace at which 
core competences can be enhanced and extended. Thus, Prahalad & Hamel (1990) 
strengthen the company's competence in technology as a partner for core-competences in 
the market leadership. Technological leadership provides a competitive advantage for a 
company over market rivals. Possession of production capabilities provides an advantage 
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of fast product manufacturing, easy supply-chain structure, lower product costs and faster 
response to competitor's products when the technology is easy to imitate.  

Possession of manufacturing capabilities is not a necessity for the becoming a market 
leader. A good example is Apple that outsources 90% of its iPhone product manufacturing 
worldwide (Duhigg & Bradsher, 2012). Apple utilizes best-known technological practices 
worldwide in his product, using the well-organized supply-chain.  

To summarize, market leadership is based on core competences that are the best 
collective knowledge of company's organizational mechanism. Technological leadership is 
the integral part of company's success. Manufacturing capabilities are advantageous for 
the companies in a competitive race, but are not a necessity when the supply-chain is 
well-organized. The following hypothesis is derived:  

HL1 Company's market leadership depends on the strength of its core competences 
in combination with a technological leadership (Figure 3.2). 

Any strategy, however brilliant, needs to be implemented properly if it is to deliver the 
desired results. Therefore, to secure the desired strategic behavior by employees, a firm 
must create the appropriate environment – an organization's culture, its incentives, 
structure and people. The challenge for strategy is to develop these four elements of 
organizational environment and then to put them together so that on one hand they 
support and complement each other while on the other they collectively support and 
promote the chosen strategy (Markides, 2004, p. 10).  

Despite the fact that strategic ideas (on who to target, what to sell and how to do it) can 
come from anybody, anywhere, anytime, the responsibility to make the final choices are 
done by top management (Markides, 2004, p 7). The firm must have a tactic for enhancing 
creativity in ideas generation, e.g. encourage everyone to question the company's 
business, develop processes to collect and utilize the ideas, and institutionalize a culture of 
innovation. The firm must be flexible enough to respond to environment changes – 
flexibility has a cultural element to it (being willing to change) as well as competence 
element to it (being able to change). The firm must be able to identify changes in its 
environment early enough, it must have the cultural readiness to embrace change and 
respond to it and it must have the requisite skills and competencies to compete in 
whatever environment emerges after the change (Markides, 2004, p 7-10). For example, 
Google CEO Eric Schmidt in 1999 pioneered a business resource management model 
“70/20/10 model” that describes the Google employee working time utilization: spending 
70% of the time on the core business, 20% on related projects and 10% on unrelated new 
business (Battelle, 2005). It helped Google to maintain a strong culture of innovation while 
it drastically scaled its infrastructure and diversified its product offerings. 
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Figure 3.2. Market leadership 

For example, Just-in-time (JIT) system or a lean production introduced by Taiichi that took 
couple of decades for implementation, but provided Toyota with a superb competitive 
advantage over Western companies for long time (Taiichi, 1995, p 48-68). Another 
example is Samsung that twenty years ago few people would have predicted, could 
transform itself from low-cost original equipment manufacturer to a world leader in R&D, 
marketing and design (Khanna, Song & Lee, 2011, p 142). Success of Samsung was 
explained as a careful implantation of Western business practices into its essential 
Japanese system. In 1993, Lee Kun-Hee that succeeded his father as a second chairman in 
the company's history launched the New Management initiative to import Western best 
practices related to strategy formulation, talent management, and compensation into 
Samsung’s existing business model. The aim was to markedly improve marketing, R&D, 
and design while retaining core strengths in manufacturing, continuous improvement, 
and plant operations. This allowed Samsung surpass its Japanese rivals on the digital 
market arena.  

To summarize, the core competences are nourished in fact by the top-managers and 
depending on their talent the company's success is derived. The following hypothesis is 
derived as: 

HL2 Company's success is highly dependent on management talent that nourishes 
company's core competences (Figure 3.2). 
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDING  

Nokia, Apple and Samsung are three different companies that historically or only for the 
last years are in active competition in the mobile phone market and more specifically 
recently in the smart-phone market. These three market actors have different production 
capabilities and core products, while relying on a specific logistical chain. Looking at the 
Table 4.1 the following production capabilities and core products crystallize. 

 
Table 4.1 Production capabilities and core products of selected companies  

Ref: (Nokia, 2013)(Apple, 2013)(Samsung, 2013)(Gartner, 2013) 
Production capabilities and core products 

Sevice/product Apple Nokia Samsung 

Software YES YES NO - Lower level only, 
Open source used 

Mobile phones 
Design and Development 

only Manufacture 
outsourced 

Design and 
manufacturing 

Design and 
manufacturing 

Computers 
Design and Development 

only Manufacture 
outsourced 

NO Design and 
manufacturing 

Network Tech. NO Design and 
manufacturing 

Design and 
manufacturing 

LCD & LED panels NO NO Design and 
manufacturing 

Batteries Buy in Buy in Design and 
manufacturing 

Flash memories 
Design and Buy in - 

Acquired a Producer as 
well 

Buy in Design and 
manufacturing 

Hard drives Buy in Buy in Design and 
manufacturing 

Semi conductors Buy in Buy in Design and 
manufacturing 

Chips 
Design and Buy in - 

Acquired a producer as 
well 

Buy in Design and 
manufacturing 

 
Nokia apparently follows the traditional pure Telecom manufacturer approach of 
designing and manufacturing the mobile phones in house including operating system 
(OS) and software development, while buying the prerequisite components from 
subcontractors including Samsung (Economist, 2011).  

Samsung is also not new to the mobile phone market and has the advantage and 
approach of having everything produced in-house needed for the manufacturing of 
Mobile phones. Samsung is in the position to produce both the low level components like 
chips, hard drives and high level products like LCDs. The only thing that Samsung chooses 
not to have yet is a pure software (SW) department in-house instead choosing the open 
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source platform Android for its products, Table A-6 in Appendix (Samsung, 2013). In 
conclusion, Samsung can be described as pure hardware manufacturer in the market of 
mobile phones. 

Apple set its goal on technology and design instead of manufacturing, which means that 
most of the components are designed by Apple and actual production is outsourced to 
companies like Foxconn (Economist, 2011). Apple invests in production facilities of such 
companies and in return receives lucrative preferred contracts. The components for them 
are delivered by lower-level manufacturers but produced either to specifications or using 
off-the-shelf technology, including a substantial part of components that is produced by 
Samsung (See Figure A-1, Appendix). Apple is currently also the biggest direct competitor 
for Samsung in the smartphone market. 

In summary, main focus of three companies is different, that defines the strength of the 
companies in relation to pace of technology development and globalization strategy. Apple 
focuses on product innovation, design and software services. Nokia focuses on all aspects 
of product design, software and hardware manufacturing. Samsung strength is in 
hardware manufacturing and technology. These strategic focuses open possibilities for 
companies to reach different target groups.  

Table 4.2. Overview Product availability in Price range 
Ref: (Tibken, 2013)(Golson, 2012)(Munk, 2011)(Nokia 2013)(Samsung, 

2013)(Apple, 2013) 
Overview Product availability in Price Ranges 

Market Price 
Range Price ($) Nokia Samsung Apple 

High 400+ NO YES  YES 

Medium 200-399 YES YES  
NO (But using older 

models at lower 
prices to impact) 

Low 0-199 YES YES (but not 
focused effort) NO 

 
 
Apple with an introduction of the iPhone and its consecutive models grasps high end 
consumer groups with average price of 650 for a new model iPhone, Table 4.2 (Apple, 
2013). Samsung and Nokia possessing the manufacturing in-house are a little wider 
placed. Nokia has always been both in the low end and medium price range focusing on 
the mass market that gave them the historical average of 30% market share in the mobile 
phone market (See Table A-1, Appendix). Samsung although recently pushing out high 
end competing models for the iPhone, never really left the medium and low level markets. 
Possessing an advantage in component manufacturing and therefore having control of a 
mobile phone price, Samsung is enjoying it growth in the mass market providing a 
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product of the comparable to iPhone quality.  

CNET, based on some market analysis, predicts the largest increase in a Smartphone 
market in the next 5 years to come into low-price market (Tibken, 2013), see also Figure 
A-3 in Appendix. Even though Nokia is well situated in low and medium-price markets 
with newer models, that still would need to be acknowledged by the customer where 
Samsung is already successfully adapting its popular models with the release of the Galaxy 
S3 Mini. Next to Samsung, Apple is also trying to move to the lower markets by selling 
older models cheaper, thus officially opening room for discussions of a low-cost iPhone 
releases in the future which previously would have been considered as an anathema, 
(Apple, 2013). 

Although all three companies have different market strategies and different approaches 
to manufacturing and logistical chains, the one thing that drives part of the success is the 
development they do to either bridge the gap between products or surpass them and so 
gaining a competitive advantage.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. R&D Spending of Nokia, Apple, Samsung over time, in Million dollar 

(See also Table A-2, 3, 4 in Appendix) 
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  Figure 4.2. R&D personnel at Nokia, Samsung over time (data for Apple is not available) 

(See also Table A-2, 3, 4 in Appendix) 

Spending on the research and development (R&D) is one of the indicators of company 
strategy for gaining a competitive advantage. R&D spending for all three companies is 
presented in the Figure 4.1. Manpower is an indicator of the company health, that shows 
the company capability invest in new projects. Manpower information found for the 
companies of interest is shown in Figure 4.2. In order to be able to compare the 
companies of different size between each other without possessing an exact information 
related to the spending in the area of smartphones, total R&D spending per R&D 
personnel was used, that is presented in Figure 4.3. 

 
  Figure 4.3. Average Spending per R&D personnel at Nokia, Samsung over time (data for 

Apple is not available), in Millions of dollar, (See also Table A-2, 3, 4 in Appendix) 
 

From the analysis of Figure 4.1 - 4.3, it becomes clear that Nokia kept a stable spending 
and manpower team for R&D purposes during their dominant days 2002 -2006 while 
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increasing the R&D spending in 2007 -2008 presumably to deal with the introduction of 
the iPhone as well as the increase in manpower (Figure 4.2). Nokia’s R&D spending 
peaked in 2008-2009 and then continuously decreased as the revenue decreased (See 
also Table A-2, Appendix).  

For Samsung a similar trend can be observed up to 2008 were Samsung also took a hit in 
revenue (See Table A-4, Appendix) and then a corresponding decrease in R&D spending 
occurred with two main differences. First, Samsung was already increasing their R&D 
spending and surpassing Nokia before the introduction of the iPhone in 2007. Second, 
within 2 years they pushed the R&D spending up as the revenue went up, to a record 
high R&D budget outspending for both Nokia and Apple by a factor of 2 and steadily 
increasing their manpower. Although, on a separate pictures for R&D spending and R&D 
personnel the difference between Samsung and Nokia looks substantial, the R&D budget 
spend per R&D employee is fairly equal, Figure 4.3. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the budget allocated on R&D work seems to be similar for all companies.  

Apple compared to the both of them is spending a considerable amount less on R&D 
despite targeting high-end products and steadily developing new products including new 
features and technologies. Although Apple is also increasing their R&D spending as the 
revenue increases, they are not spending or increasing as much as others despite the 
high increasing profits (See Table A-3, Appendix). One reason for this seems to be that 
Apple has a tendency to buy in talent needed in terms of products and skills (See Table A-7, 
Appendix). Thereby ensuring their technological advantage and supporting new special 
features like their in-house development of maps (See Table A-7, Appendix). No 
information could not be found on the amount of employees working for Apple in R&D, 
therefore, the comparison with Samsung and Nokia on R&D budget spend per R&D 
personnel could not be made. 

Although R&D is one of the major ways to increase the company's ability to sell mobile 
phones but it is not the only one. Another approach is an appropriate marketing strategy 
and the creation of a brand. Marketing expenses and a global brand value for three 
companies are presented in Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.6. When Samsung and Apple gradually 
increase their marketing expenses over time, Nokia is slowly rolling back. The same 
tendency is observed in the brand value (Figures 4.5 and Figure 4.6) that is also a 
reflection on ROA (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.4. Marketing Expenses (See also Table A-1 in Appendix) 

IPhone has established itself as a brand of note by establishing itself a special product 
different from the mainstream manufacturer’s IBM and Microsoft over the last 3 
decades, including a dedicated fan base (Apple history, 2013). Apple only needed to 
spend a minimum amount and use some skill to further expand their brand inside the 
new market of mobile phones by elaborately presenting their products in development 
(Apple, 2013). Of course, Nokia being one of the largest producers of mobile phones 
for the last decade has not been felt well with the change, which caused a clear break 
in revenue, Figure 4.7. That led to a decrease in marketing spending combined with 
not accepted by customer’s new models in the new market and the corresponding 
decreasing sales, Figure 4.4. Nokia becomes less equipped as a brand, unless the new 
models in the future clearly match the level of the consumer expectations. Samsung 
although established as an Electronics manufacturer and a Mobile phone 
manufacturer. Samsung has instigated a huge marketing effort combined with the 
release of new high-end models in order to establish itself as one of the top brands, 
with the result of being the second highest value brand after Apple in 2012 (Gartner, 
2013).     
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Figure 4.5. Global Brand Value 2010-2013 

Ref: (BRANDIRECTORY, 2013) 
 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Global Brand Value (Mobile Phones only) 2011-2013 

Ref: (BRANDIRECTORY, 2013) 
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Figure 4.7. ROA 2002-2012 

(See table A-1, 2,3,4, Appendix) 
 

It should be noted that although the spending and investments exist, it can be seen in 
relation to the developments on the market that Nokia’s market share has been 
decreasing steadily since 2008, Figure 4.10. This resulted in conjunction with decreased 
sales in finally losing the top mobile phone manufacturers spot in 2012. Apple made the 
impact on the global market of mobile phones in 2007 and since then it was steadily 
gaining market shares and sales. Samsung on the other hand never really lost its spot on 
the global market and has instead used its reaction time to cement its positions as the top 
mobile phone manufacturer and Smartphone manufacturer (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, 
Figure 4.7). Another thing that can be seen in relation to profits and spending as well as 
assets is that Samsung is heavily investing in the future while Apple tends to save up for a 
rainy day (See Apple’s financial Cash and cash equivalent including long-term securities 
information) (Figure 4.7). 

From a market perspective it can be said that Apple and the introduction of the iPhone is 
one of the factors that has driven the development of the market over the last 5 years 
including the consecutive releases of new iPhones models. The main factor that could be 
said to have “managed” this, is the return of Steve Jobs as CEO, no other factor has 
impacted on Apple as much (Figure 4.8). 

Steve Jobs came back to an Apple in need and although maybe not inventing all by 
himself, he jumped on the opportunities that presented themselves and knew how to 
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instigate a hype and good public relations, using the established brand in Computing to 
go over into new areas with the introduction of the iPod and iTunes leading up to the 
impact of the iPhone. Steve Job and the Brand “i” became synonymous as the iPhone 
developed. In 2011 he stepped down and handed over the Reins to Tim Cook, who for a 
while using established products and new releases was able to continue the wave a little 
until competitors like Samsung started making way in terms of technology and smart-
phone market shares (Figure 4.8). 

Samsung as can be seen by the previous figures, never dropped out of the race and used 
its position and investments to slowly counter iPhone and Apples benefits, releasing ever 
better models to come finally in 2012 to a minimum par if better in terms of technology 
(See Table A-6, Appendix). 

Jorma Ollila brought Nokia into a new mobile market with a huge success in the year 
2000, but this joy did not last long, although Nokia enjoyed its first place for a decade. 
Nokia by enjoying its leadership did not notice Apple entrance. Since then, Nokia has been 
struggling to regain a clear path for its products and leadership, and undergone some 
major decisions and changes to slowly see a flagship Lumia Phone series almost at par 
with the competition, although not a guarantee for success. With a slow response to the 
new circumstances and holding on to its operation system (OS) for so long it decided go 
into a partnership with Windows in order to use the new touch oriented OS form 
Windows, this preceded by numerous changes in management adapting to the new 
changes (Figure 4.10). 

Lee Kun-Hee succeeded his father as a second chairman in Samsung company in 1993. 
Since no major changed in the top-management of the companies were observed, Figure 
4.9. A the same time, Samsung shows a steady growing performance, indicating a 
successful leadership strategy of Lee Kun-Hee. 

In the end it can be summarized that Nokia, Apple and Samsung are taking different 
routes to continue. While Apple is continuing to follow the approach of focusing on design 
& development while at least securing some sources of component manufacturing (See 
Table A-7, Appendix). Apple will continue to create their own niche market and support 
products. Nokia instead is combining with Microsoft and focusing on the hardware design 
and manufacturing. Samsung is relying on the fact of having great support system within 
the Samsung group and the ability creating internal logistical lines for components that 
the others are similarly dependent on. If one looks at Table 4.3 they are adequately 
position as doing production in house as wells as technological development. 
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5. ANALYSIS 

In this chapter the hypotheses are discussed in relation to empirical results summarized 
in the preceding section and the strategic market concepts are derived. 

5.1. Limitations 

Before discussing the findings, several limitations of this study are recognized. All 
limitations are related to the fact that the team did not have access to the companies' 
internal information. 

First, only the information available on the companies' web-sites and in the open source 
was used and considered to be trustworthy. However, the preference for the information 
sources was given to a peer-reviewed documentation and highly ranked web-sites and 
journals. 

 Second, the impact of top-management on company's performance was indirectly 
derived and generalized.  The assumption was made that company performance in term 
of market share is only dependent on the top-management talent. Despite that a good 
correlation was found, deeper analysis on management decisions and practices would 
provide a better insight into the correlation between management actions and company 
performance.   

Third, core competences of all companies could not be derived as there is no internal 
information available. The authors assumed based on literature that key parameters that 
influence the company's performance are top-management and technological advances.  

Fourth, the study is performed in one market. The authors assume that the results 
received can be further generalized and be applicable to any market.  

5.2. Theoretical discussion 

Despite these limitations, the findings of this research have theoretical and practical 
implications. Theoretical concepts derived from literature and comprised into the 
schemes in Figure 3.1. and 3.2. were confirmed by the empirical data. A major 
contribution though of the study is in showing empirically that both strategies [market-
driven and driving-markets] are successful, but they are company profile dependent [in 
this study: design-based and manufacturing-based, Table 5.1]. This new result was 
obtained after data analysis as no literature was found discussing these aspects in relation 
to the market leadership. 

Hypothesis HS1 establishes a positive relationship between the market strategy and the 
Driving-markets approach. Support for this hypothesis is found in comparing Apple 
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product announcement on the market and in the response of market incumbents. After 
Apple’s announcement of the iPhone, Samsung and Nokia followed it with similar 
products, and even with a telephone design closely resembling the original one (Figure A-
4 and Figure A-6 in Appendix). Before Apple presented its iPhone, the mobile-phone 
design and functionality for Nokia and Samsung were based on key-touch interface and 
scrolling list software design, even though they were considered having 'smart-phone'- 
functionalities. After the iPhone presentation, the design of Samsung smart-phones and 
its functionalities resembled closely those of iPhone (Appendix Figure A-7).  

Market-driven strategy also implies changing the market structure (Jaworski, Kohli & 
Sahay, 2000). Apple with iPhone introduction managed to change the weight of main 
players on the mobile phone market within several years, Figure 2.1., 2.2. and 2.4. The 
number one Nokia dropped on the market share to the second place on the total mobile 
phone market (Figure 2.1.) and companies as Samsung went up on top of the list. This 
market change is named as a construction approach (Jaworski, Kohli & Sahay, 2000).  

Driving-market approach is heavily supported by the company's ability to innovate. 
Apple is already known as an innovative company that during its 40 year history has 
brought unique products on the market such as Macintosh, iMac, iPod, and now iPhone 
and iPad, Figure 4.8, A-4 and A-6 (product history of Apple). Originality and uniqueness of 
product concepts and designs that become a market success that other companies are 
trying to resemble, justify the innovativeness of the company. Christensen (1997) calls 
this type of innovation – a disruptive innovation that can be straightforward, off-the-shelf 
technologies packed in a new product architecture. Apple iPhone falls exactly under this 
type of innovation concept. Apple used a standard off-the-shelf technologies (Figure A-1 
in Appendix) to combine them into a new product – iPhone, that became an unexpected 
breakthrough to other mobile-phone market players. The growing return on assets after 
iPhone introduction (Figure 4.7) and number one place in smart-phone market for 
consecutive 5 years (Figure 2.2) prove the innovativeness and success of this project.  

At the end of 90s Nokia could also be called as an innovative company that took the 
number one place in the mobile-phone market with unique mobile phone concept 
(Williamson, 2012). Nokia also was one of the pioneers of the “smart” concept, but 
simply could not realize it. Christensen (1997) and Eisenhardt & Brown (1999) argue 
that the problem of big, successful companies lays in the resource dependency of the 
company, that the company puts all resources in realization of current successful projects 
and there are less resources available for realization of new concepts and ideas. Authors 
of this thesis would argue that the problem of the big company as Nokia would lay in its 
self-assurance. Being the number one mobile-phone manufacturer, Nokia did not see any 
competition and did not feel any pressure to push smart-concept as first to the market 
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and let other companies follow the lead. Therefore, after iPhone demonstration Nokia had 
to follow the leader itself.  

Samsung, in comparison with Nokia, demonstrated an “agile absorption”, characterized 
by Sull (2009) as the ability to spot and exploit changes in the market while retaining the 
structural characteristics to weather changes. Samsung quickly seized the possibilities in 
the smart-phone market and within couple of years brought on the market a similar to 
iPhone smart-phone, Figure 4.9. The ability of rapidly scaling up new business is called 
by Sull (2009) as strategic agility. Samsung was capable to quickly react on iPhone 
appearance due to several factors. First, Samsung was already on the market on mobile-
phones and smart-phone concept was not entirely new business for them. Second, 
Samsung is a hardware manufacturer in the same mobile-phone market, whose 
components are used by different mobile-phone producers including Apple, Figure A-1 in 
Appendix. Being a mobile-phone producer, Samsung can control the manufacturing costs 
and therefore offer customers alternative product for a lower price. Thus, Samsung 
absorption is recognized in the components as well as product diversification and low 
fixed costs associated with in-house manufacturing capabilities. Samsung has not showed 
driving-market capabilities, but showed capabilities of a successful follower. 

Hypothesis HS2 establishes a positive relationship between the market strategy and the 
Market-driving approach. This hypothesis is supported by Samsung reaction on iPhone 
announcement where Samsung releases successfully a new Galaxy S in approximately 3 
years’ time (Figure 4.9 and A-6.). Samsung that was already present in the mobile-phone 
market with a market share of about 15% (Figure 2.1) was the first to react to Apple's 
market entrance and already after two years it started increasing its market share in 
smart-phone market, and after 5 years the market share of Samsung exceeding the 
market share of Apple by almost 8% (Figure 2.2) as well as the mobile-phone sales in 
total (Figure 2.4).  

The ability of Samsung to quickly react on Apple's entry into the mobile-phone market 
indirectly proves the success of information technology. Market players closely follow 
their direct rivals and observe the steps they make. With industrial globalization and 
without internet, it would be almost impossible to follow all market players' moves, not 
taking into account potential competitors entering market from outside. Information 
technology as internet, opens colossal possibilities for companies to spot quickly the new 
opportunities (identify potential product, perform market analysis) without stepping 
outside of the office space. Without internet, the market research would likely take more 
time and generate slower response to the rival product.  

Samsung not only identified iPhone smart-concept concept as a successful business 
opportunity, but also found an iPhone design as a good design concept. Therefore, in order 
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to react quickly to Apple's appearance on the mobile-phone market and grasp its share, 
Samsung has not “re-invented the wheel” and quickly copied the whole iPhone concept, 
including hardware and software design, and multi-touch capabilities (Figure A-6 and 
Table A-6 in Appendix). By offering an smart-phone that closely resembles wanted iPhone 
in the different price niche (Table 4.2), Samsung quickly gained its grateful customers. 
Thus, Samsung was reworded with the first place in the mobile-phone market, 
demonstrating the success of the market-driven approach as a market strategy.  

Hypothesis HS3 establishes a positive relationship between the market strategy and 
indirect - assault approach of a new entrant. This hypothesis does not have sufficient 
support by the empirical data. The theory defines the indirect assault as a process where 
a company establishes the niches by offering the products with features not appealing to 
the main stream customer (Bryce & Dyer, 2007) or an off-shelf technologies used in a 
new product architecture but in a different market not interesting for existing market 
(Christensen, 1997). A company that entered the mobile-phone market was Apple Inc. in 
2007 with iPhone concept. The previous product of Apple before iPhone was iPod (See 
Figure A-7 in Appendix) that is an advanced music player where a larger amount of 
music could be saved at once as well as more compact comparing with CD player. iPod 
had a touch-pad functionality that was based on lap-top touch-pad technology. Touch 
screen concept was implemented directly into iPhones after the acquisition in 2005 of 
FingerWorks Company specializing on multi-touch technology interface, Table A-5 
(Appendix).  

Thus, the authors would argue whether Apple entered the mobile phone market in 2001-
2003 with an iPod as a side product. It should not be forgotten that Apple started working 
on its own phone design already back into 2004 after an unsuccessful collaboration with 
Motorola (iPhone, 2013). Collaboration with partners on complementing assets and 
resources to overcome the entry barrier is also identified as a new market entry strategy 
(Bryce & Dyer, 2007). Apple in collaboration with Motorola released a Motorola Rokr 
phone (Motorola Rokr, 2013), so other mobile-phone market players were aware of Apple 
interest in the mobile-phone market. Collaboration with Motorola did not lead to a desire 
result and thus Apple developed its own smart-phone, an iPhone, with a unique design 
and software functionality (iPhone, 2013). Therefore, the authors would conclude that the 
new market entry strategy used by Apple was through the collaboration with an existing 
mobile-phone player Motorola that due to some circumstances in relationships between 
two companies was not a successful one, but still opened doors for Apple in the mobile-
phone market. Failed Apple's entry into the mobile-phone market in 2004, probably did 
not awake in Apple a potential competitor to Nokia. This statement can be observed in 
the response of Nokia to the iPhone announcement. Nokia demonstrated its first smart-
phone Lumia in 2012 (Figure 4.10). This is even two years after Samsung (Figure 4.9), 
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taking into account that fact that Nokia was already working on smart-phone concept for 
five years before iPhone appearance (Smartphone, 2013). 

Nokia, the mobile phone market leader, also worked on new generation of mobile phones 
with smart-phone functionality starting from 2000 (Smartphone, 2013). But, it was the 
iPhone design and software interface that were immediately accepted by customers 
which is reflected in the iPhone sales (Figure 2.4), even though Apple had smaller 
marketing expenses than Nokia. It shows the fact that Apple has a very good 
understanding of customers' tastes and desires, that is recognized as a basis toward a 
successful product release (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013, p 247). Therefore, the authors 
would conclude that as Apple started acting as a mobile-market player before iPhone 
release, and iPod was not a niche product of a mobile-phone market as a touch-screen 
technology was not implemented in this product, then Apple’s strategy can be described 
as a driving-market strategy in an existing market. This strategy was concluded by the 
authors to be a successful market strategy in discussion of HS1.   

Independently to what market strategy is, a market leader should invest in his core 
competences in order to promote innovation. Core competence of any company, 
according to Hamel & Prahalad (1989) is an organization and coordination of work, 
communication, working culture. Thus, it is a specific working environment that leads to 
effective delivery of value. The authors did not possess any internal data from the 
companies analyzed to support the analysis on the role of core competences in relation to 
market leadership, although, as indicated, core competences have been defined as a key of 
company's performance, therefore, only indirect conclusions are made.   

Hypothesis HL1 establishes a positive relationship between the market leadership and 
innovation in technologies. Innovation in technology is, as widely believe, in spending in 
research and development (R&D), in acquisition of other companies that possess relevant 
technology and can strengthen the product position in the market or in establishing 
alliances with other companies in order to accelerate technology development (Hamel & 
Prahalad, 1989 and Keil & Laamanen, 2011).  

Considering R&D spending, it is seen that all three companies increase their R&D 
spending over the course of the time (Figure 4.1). R&D spending is also proportional to 
the ROA, where it can be clearly seen that when Apple's ROA increases the R&D spending 
also increases, the same resemblance is in Samsung's and Nokia's behavior (Figure 4.1 
and Figure 4.7). Although the amount of employees for Samsung is subsequently higher 
that for Nokia (Figure 4.2), the R&D costs spent per R&D employee is similar (Figure 4.3). 
It is interesting to notice, that after iPhone announcement, ROA of Nokia has been slowly 
going down, but the R&D spending per employee remains constant. Comparing graphs in 
Figure 4.1-4.3, this correlation is mostly driven by the cost spend on R&D employees 
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where for Samsung the amount of employee increased with R&D costs and for Nokia 
decreased in time.  

In the Table A-5 (Appendix) acquisitions by the companies made in the last decade are 
summarized. It is clearly seen that for the last decade Nokia was heavily invested in the 
external innovation in comparison with Apple and Samsung electronics. Most investments 
that Nokia made are related to the software technology and gaming, but not in hardware 
development companies (Table A-7 in Appendix). Apple in comparison to Nokia, made 
fewer investments, but in technologies that became crucial in iPhone success. For 
example, in 2005 Apple invested in a company “Fingerworks” that developed multi-touch 
interface technologies that became a key feature of iPhone (Table A-7 in Appendix). Most 
of the investments Apple made in the last years, that are mostly focused on developments 
that can provide a competitive advantage of iPhone to the Samsung's Galaxy smartphone 
that have a comparing smartphone experience but cheaper in price (Table A-6 and Table 
A-7 in Appendix). Samsung Electronics had the smallest investment into the outside 
technology (Table A-7 in Appendix). Combining the increasing R&D spending of Samsung 
(Figure 4.1) and its growing sales of smartphones (Figure 2.4), the authors would 
conclude that, in the last decade, Samsung was mostly investing in its own research and 
development comparing to Apple and Nokia.  

Prahalad & Hamel (1990) indicated that for sustaining market leadership, companies 
have to maximize their world manufacturing share in core products. Manufacturing 
capabilities for all three companies are summarized in Table 4.1. It is clearly seen that 
only Nokia and Samsung possess their own manufacturing capabilities and Apple not. 
Apple relies on the manufacturing capabilities and technological advances of other 
companies and therefore cannot influence the pace of the hardware development. For 
Apple in order to sustain market leadership, should provide products and services that are 
unique and heavily wanted by the customers relying on off-the-shelf technologies. 

Samsung and Nokia by possessing manufacturing capabilities can influence and change 
the process flow. Samsung could reproduce the Apple's smartphone within several years 
and provide to customers a similar product for smaller price (Figure 4.9). Next to 
hardware products for Samsung's own needs, it also provide similar parts for other 
mobile-phone producers, including Apple (Figure A-1 in Appendix). Providing hardware 
parts for other mobile-phone producer, Samsung can control the quality level of its own 
products, by being on top of the manufacturing development capabilities. Therefore, 
Samsung is not only capable to quickly respond to bright ideas of other companies, but 
also become a market leader by relying on manufacturing competitive advantage it has 
over those companies. In five years after iPhone announcement, Samsung became a 
mobile-phone market leader producer. Another aspect that allowed Samsung to gain the 
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speed of sales is his positioning in all price categories in comparison with Apple that was 
acting only in the high-price smart-phone market (Table 4.2). 

In summary, the authors found out that all three companies invest a comparable amount 
of money into R&D, as well as searching for the advanced technologies outside that can 
strengthen their production position in the mobile-phone market. From these findings, 
the authors would conclude that R&D investments are not the determining factor for the 
market leadership, as the performance of the companies is rather different. Relying on 
the off-the-shelf technologies is not sufficient to keep the market leadership. Companies 
that possess manufacturing core competence can quickly catch-up as they determine the 
advancement of a hardware produced. Core competence in corporate organization and 
work environment determines the pace of response of the manufacturing company to the 
new product appearance. Nokia also possesses manufacturing capabilities as well we 
Samsung, but could not react as quickly to iPhone appearance as Samsung and therefore 
lost its position on the mobile-phone market.  

Hypothesis HL2 establishes a positive relationship between the market leadership and a 
management talent. Authors assume that company’s performance is fully dependent on 
the top-management decisions. Top-management decisions, next to business decisions, 
also determine corporate core competences that include corporate organization, 
communication and coordination of work. Authors do not possess any internal data to 
support the statement on direct relation between the top-management and corporate 
market leadership. Chief executive officer (CEO) is responsible for the corporate 
performance in its long-term. Therefore, following the corporate performance over a long 
time-line, CEO actions can be discussed. Thus, the authors assume that this hypothesis 
can be indirectly proven by the company's share price in respect to top-management 
decisions. In Figures 4.8-4.10 the companies' share price for all three companies is 
shown indicating a new product release and changes in the board of management.  

Looking in the Apple time line, authors discovered the correlation between Apple 
performance and the Steve Job acting as a company SEO (Figure 4.7). In the period 
between 1985 when Jobs left Apple and 1997 when he returned, the share price was 
fluctuating about 18$ without significant fluctuations. After his return, shortly iMac was 
released driving the share price up, and shortly after new innovative products starting to 
come on the market as iPod, iTunes with a total success of an iPhone that drawn the 
share price towards 700$ even after his death. This share price was the highest in the 
Apple's history and now slowly the share price started creeping down. The author’s 
observations are well confirmed by the literature findings that recognize Jobs as a strong 
leader with a gigantic capability to drive and inspire the company (Rigby & Allen, 2009). 

In comparison to Samsung, the change of CEO happened in 1993, when Lee Kun-Hee 
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succeeded his father as a second chairman in the company's history (Khanna, Song & 
Lee, 2011, p 142). Since then, the share price of Samsung was steadily rising and this 
growth was even further accelerated with after the Galaxy S release (the first smartphone 
of Samsung) that was very well received by the customers (Figure 4.9). Stable growth of 
Samsung share price over the years proves the validity of the Samsung market strategy 
set by the top management with Lee Kun-Hee as CEO.   

Nokia underwent several changes in the top-management in the last couple of decades. In 
1992 a new SEO Jorma Ollila set the strategic focus on telecommunication market. After 
the new decision, the share price of Nokia was quickly growing and reached it maximum 
value in year 2000 (Figure 4.10). Nokia became the mobile -phone market leader. With a 
saturation of the mobile-phone market and no substantial break-through in phone 
functionality, the share price of Nokia stabilized at the lower position. Nokia's stagnation 
was accompanied by changes in the top-management, when Olli-Pekka Kallasvua 
succeeded Jorma Ollila. It improved the position of Nokia for a short time, but at the same 
time iPhone got release and the Nokia's market price slowly drawn down. This price 
decrease got accompanied by the total replacement of Nokia's top-management, but the 
performance of the new management team is not known yet. 

In conclusion, the top-management talent plays a key role in the company's overall 
performance and therefore determines the company's market positioning. The authors 
found a positive correlation between the market price and CEO performance. CEO actions 
give a long-term impact on the corporate performance. The better the corporate 
performance, the more stable the top-management remains. This is reflected in the long-
term CEO performance of Steve Jobs of Apple and Lee Kun-Hee of Samsung. Instability in 
Nokia performance reflected in multiple replacement of the company's top-management 
team. 

5.3. Corporate strategy 

In this chapter the authors would like to derive the successful market strategy after 
comparing empirical finding with the literature that provides different market strategy 
concepts. Different market strategies in relation to literature findings and empirical data 
are already discussed in Chapter 5.2 and finally summarized in Table 5.1. 

Strategic focus indicates the companies' technological core competence. Nokia is focusing 
on design, manufacturing although some parts of the phone manufacturing are bought-in 
(Table 4.1). Even though Nokia was continuously acquiring software companies in the 
last decade (Table A-7, Appendix), Windows operation system was introduced for a new 
Lumia smartphone in the response to iPhone and Galaxy (Nokia, 2013). Apple is only 
focuses on design and software applications and services (Table 4.1) and hardware 
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manufacturing and assembly is outsourced worldwide (Figure A-1, Appendix). Samsung 
most effort is put on manufacturing capabilities (Table 4.1) and design (Table A-8 in 
Appendix). 

Market approach indicates the company's strategy towards the market and is defined in 
the literature as driving-markets, market-driven or dual (Jaworski, Kohli & Sahay, 2000). 
Nokia is described as a company approaching a dual strategy (Table 5.1). Nokia on one 
side continues improvement of functionality of the existing mobile phones. It is seen in 
the increasing number of various versions of mobile phones (Nokia, 2013). On another 
side it is aggressively investing in new technologies (Table A-5, Appendix) and next to it 
drives a research towards innovative products, for example Nokia was a pioneer of a 
smart-phone concept (Smartphone, 2013). Apple and Samsung market approaches are 
defined as driving markets and market-driven as discussed in Chapter 5.2. 

Table 5.1. Technology and market strategies for Nokia, Apple and Samsung 
Nokia Apple Samsung

Strategic focus Design and service 
(software applications)

Design and service 
(software applications)

Manufacturing

Market approach
Dual [market-driven + 
driving-markets] for 

different product versions
Driving markets Market-driven

Market strategy
convergent 

(phone market)
convergent 

(phone market)
divergent (different markets 
for products + components)

Corporate agility operational portfolio + strategic strategic

Techology type convergent 
(one product)

convergent 
(one product)

divergent (products + 
components)

Technology strategy
Sustaining + Disruptive 
(for differnt versions) Disruptive Sustaining

 
 

Market strategy is identified as being convergent (focusing on one market) or divergent 
(focusing on different markets), (Abetti, 1997). Nokia’s focus is only mobile phone market 
(Table 4.1) and therefore is described as possessing convergent market strategy. 
Although Apple focuses on computer electronics and software services, it is still described 
as having a convergent market strategy. There is a tendency of combining computer 
electronics into one device – a smartphone or smartphone-like. Therefore, Apple focus 
can be described, is on a smartphone market including software that is iPhone specific. 
Samsung is very divergent and produces not only the final products but also the 
components, targeting different markets (Table A-8. Appendix).  

Corporate agility or organizational agility is defined as a company’s ability to identify 
business opportunities (Sull, 2009). Nokia can be referred to possessing the operational 
agility, where it focuses mostly on improving its operations and processes. These 
activities reflect back in the variety and design of new products where the new design 
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follows traditional mobile-phone design concept, with marginal functionality 
improvements (See Product History, Nokia, 2013). The variety of new Nokia’s products 
has been increased in time with reduction in price (Nokia, 2013). Apple can be referred 
to possessing the strategic agility for being able to spot and size opportunities. Strategic 
agility is characterized as the one that is capable to rapidly scale-up new businesses, 
aggressively entering new market that Apple demonstrates with products that are a one 
kind (Apple history, 2013). Samsung possesses a portfolio agility that is characterized as 
having the ability to quickly and effectively shift resources, cash, and managerial 
attention out of less promising markets into to more attractive one, which is demonstrated 
by Samsung speed responding to the i-Phone appearance (Figure 4.8.).  

Technology approach is being defined as either convergent meaning that the development 
and synergistic integration of all technologies is provided for achieving market leadership 
for one product (focusing on one product support) or divergent meaning that 
development of alternative technologies ensuring leadership in different markets (Abetti, 
1997). Nokia in this context is focusing all the technologies in one product - a mobile 
phone, therefore is defined as being related to the convergent technologies. Apple is 
driving all technologies also towards one product (iPod and iPad that are similar) but 
develops a software services that do not relate to hardware and might be successful in 
other markets as software music and video applications. Samsung is a components' 
manufacturer and therefore provides the same components for different market products, 
as chip for mobile phones, TV, computers etc. (Table A-8 in appendix).   

Technology strategy is derived either to be sustaining, disruptive or both (Christensen, 
1997), where sustaining technology is focused on technological improvements of products 
and disruptive is creating new products with even existing off-shelf technologies. Nokia, 
therefore, is defined as possessing both, a sustaining and disruptive technology. As we 
elaborated earlier in this chapter, Nokia strategy was to focus on current technology 
improvement but also on new product development as a smart-phone. Apple is considered 
to belong strictly to the disruptive technology group as it continuously seeks the new 
technologies for break-through products. Samsung focus in improvement manufacturing 
capabilities as it can easily respond to any new products that it finds attractive to make 
and effectively uses the off-shelf technology in a new product assembly.   

In Chapter 5.2, the authors concluded that Apple and Samsung have both successful 
market strategies. Authors do not exclude that the Nokia's strategy cannot be a successful 
one, but limitation on the top-management execution (as discussed in Chapter 5.3), does 
not give the authors sufficient evidence to prove this strategy otherwise. Apple and 
Samsung focus on two different technology competences: Apple on design and services 
and Samsung on design and component manufacturing (Table 5.1). Design focus is 
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common for both companies and is recognized in the literature as having an important 
role in bonding product with a customer (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013 and Verganti, 2006).  

For a company that focuses primarily on design, the most appropriate strategy would be 
the one that resembles Apple strategy (Table 5.1). That would mean on searching for new 
products and their applications where off-shelf components could be used. The product 
should provide high-end technologies or features that are difficult to imitate at the first 
glance, thus ensuring a leading position in a new market. Market and technology strategy 
should be focus on delivering one product, but it might contain functionalities that would 
ensure company's presence in the other markets, not necessarily acting in the leading 
position. Service diversity would ensure customer preference to the company's product. 

For a company that focuses primarily on manufacturing, the most appropriate strategy 
would be the one that resembles Samsung strategy (Table 5.1). That would mean on 
continuously improving manufacturing of components that can be used on multiple 
markets so broadening a corporate manufacturing portfolio. The company should 
continuously search for different markets where new products that are related to the 
main component production can be applied. Possessing advanced manufacturing 
technologies, the company would gain a competitive advantage over competitors in a 
product price lines. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This study had an objective to define a market strategy and its constituents for the 
products developed in a dynamic environment. From the literature review five 
hypotheses were derived among those three supported a general market strategy and 
two - the company specific market leadership constituents that are independent on the 
general market strategy. It was found that both market-driven and driving-markets 
strategies can be successful, but the strategy application is dependent on companies 
product orientation.  
 
For design and service -orientated companies, driving-markets can be the right strategy. 
The constituents of this strategy would be on focusing on a new revolutionary design 
concepts. Technological and market focus should be on a single product, that should 
possess technologically advanced features that are difficult to imitate but that can be used 
in the other markets that would allow bonding customers with the product. 
 
For design and manufacturing companies, market-driven strategy would fit better. It was 
found out that design is the essential part of any strategy, confirming the literature 
findings (Shoham & Pesamaa, 2013 and Verganti, 2006). The constituents of this strategy 
would be focusing on manufacturing improvement of components that can be used in 
multiple markets, advancement in design, enhancing marketing capability for on time 
assessment of the advanced products for new market entry. Manufacturing capabilities in 
house give an competitive advantage in a price setting. 
 
Market leadership is independent on a chosen strategy and is highly dependent on the 
management talent, that was confirmed by the empirical data and literature, although the 
assumption was made that core competences are derived by top-management and 
therefore depends on their performance. But there is no sufficient data was found to 
support a correlation between technology and market leadership. 
 
 
7. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
From the practical stand point, market leadership is highly depend on the core 
competences that a company builds-up and therefore, on the management talent. As core 
competences are not defined in this study, the managers should seek the way how to 
improve the organizational change for stimulating the creativity and innovativeness in 
the company - building an innovative culture. Market strategies proposed in this study 
then can be used as guidelines, but not as the prescription. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A-1 Market share (%) and Millions of Phones sold (Nokia, Apple and Samsung 
2002-2012) Ref: (CNNMoney, 2013)(Nokia, 2013)(Apple, 2013)(Samsung, 

2013)(Gartner, 2013) 
 

Year 
Nokia Apple Samsung 

% m Sold % m Sold % m Sold 
2002 35,1 152 N/A 16,9 42 
2003 34,7 182 N/A 14,5 55 
2004 30,7 208 N/A 12,6 86 
2005 32,5 265 N/A 12,7 104 
2006 34,8 344 N/A 11,8 117 
2007 37,8 436 0,3 2,3 13,4 154 
2008 38,6 475 1,1 12 16,3 202 
2009 36,4 442 2,2 24 19,5 238 
2010 28,9 463 2,9 42 17,6 282 
2011 23,8 422 5 89 17,7 330 
2012 19,1 335,6 7,5 135,8 22 396,5 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table A-2 Financial, R&D, Marketing Numbers Nokia 2002-2012 
Ref: (Nokia, 2013)(Apple, 2013)(Samsung, 2013)(Gartner,2013) 

 

Year 

Nokia 

R&D 
(mEUR) 

R&D 
Workforce 

ROA(%) 
(calc.) 

Net 
income 
(EURm) 

Total 
assets 

Marketing 
costs m$ 

2002 3052 14,4939341 3381 23327 
2003 3760 19849 15,0167224 3592 23920 
2004 3733 20722 14,1470731 3207 22669 
2005 3825 20882 16,1054694 3616 22452 
2006 3897 21453 19,0387761 4306 22617 
2007 5647 30415 19,1627437 7205 37599 
2008 5968 39350 10,0752867 3988 39582 4380 
2009 5909 37020 2,49314455 891 35738 3933 
2010 5863 35869 4,72867623 1850 39123 3877 

2011 5612 34876 
-

3,21502555 
-

1164,00 36205 3791 

2012 4782 27551 -10,370964 
-

3106,00 29949 1141 
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Table A-3 Financial, R&D, Marketing Numbers Apple 2003-2012 
Ref: (Nokia 2013),(Apple, 2013),(Samsung, 2013),(Gartner, 2013) 

 

Year 

Apple 

R&D 
(m$) 

R&D 
Workforce 

ROA (%) 
((calc.) 

Net 
income, 

(m$) 

Total 
assets 

m$ 
Marketing 
costs m$ 

2003 496,56 N/A 
2004 331,16 N/A 
2005 557,24 N/A 
2006 714,655 N/A 
2007 792,198 N/A 
2008 1104,286 N/A 14,6459042 6268,447 42800 
2009 1132,647 N/A 14,2351948 7672,77 53900 501 
2010 1782 N/A 18,638522 14013 75183 691 
2011 2429 N/A 22,2753091 25922 116371 933 
2012 3381 N/A 23,7033124 41733 176064 1000 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table A-4 Financial, R&D, Marketing Numbers Samsung 2002-2012 
Ref: (Nokia, 2013)(Apple, 2013)(Samsung, 2013)(Gartner, 2013)(Oanda, 2013) 

 

Year 

Samsung 

R&D 
(TKRW) 

USD - KRW 
average 

exchange 
rate 

R&D 
Workforce 

ROA(%) 
(calc.) 

Net 
income 

(B$ - 
2005; 

TKRW) 

Total 
assets 
TKRW 

Marketing 
costs m$ 

2002 1243,29288 
2003 3,4 1187,52082 12,754002 5 39,203381 
2004 4,6 1141,62978 23,5071032 10,3 43,816543 
2005 5,5 1021,12264 32000 10,0722516 7,5 74,462 
2006 5,6 940,33390 36000 9,70921515 7,9 81,366 
2007 5,9 922,81438 39300 7,92503347 7,4 93,375 
2008 6,9 1096,74250 42100 5,22312229 5,5 105,301 
2009 7,4 1272,67781 44000 8,15008328 9,64 118,281 5196 
2010 9,4 1153,26488 50000 11,9890684 16,1 134,289 8343 
2011 9 B$ 1105,72989 55000 8,83500074 13,75 155,631 8666 
2012 1123,01902 57000 13,1688675 23,845 181,071 11375 
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Table A-5 Global Brand Values and Ranking, Samsung, Nokia, Apple 

Ref: (Brandirectory, 2013) 
 

Overview Global Brand Value 
Brand value Nokia Apple Samsung Group 

2010 19,558 19,829 18,925 
2011 9,658 29,543 21,512 
2012 5,128 70,605 38,197 
2013 3,178 87,304 58,771 

Overview Global Brand Value Handsets Only 
Brand value Nokia Apple Samsung 

2011 9,658 6,929 5,022 
2012 5,128 27,412 10,754 
2013 3,135 48,446 23,745 

Global Brand Ranking 2013 
Company Nokia Apple Samsung 

Rank Nr. 192 Nr. 1 Nr. 2 
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Table A-6 Table of functionalities vs. Cell phone type 

Ref: (Huffingtonpost 2012), (Gizmocrazed 2011), (igeeksblog 2013), (PDAdb 2013), 
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Table A-7 Overview Acquisitions vs. Company 

Ref: (Nokia, 2013)( Guglielmo, 2012)(Kwang, 2012) (Lowensohn, 
2012)(Satariano,2012)(Burns, 2011)( Takahashi, 2010)(Silicontap)( Marsal 

2006)(Mclean , 2010) 
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Figure A-1 Component Layout of a standard Iphone 4 , incl Manufacturer. 

Ref: (Economist, 2011) 
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Figure A-2 Global Smartphone market share related to OS – Image courtesy of 

Techthoughts, Ref: (Techthoughts, 2011) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure A-3 Global Smartphone market share related to price and future prognosis – 
Image courtesy of CNET, Ref: (CNET, 2013) 
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Figure A-4. IPhone vs. Samsung Product Timeline “Used with permission from 
AllThingsD.com, a service of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.” according to terms of use 

(Paczkowski 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure A-5. Major Nokia Phones (Image courtesy of Dailymail) 
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Table A-8. Samsung Group Overview  

Ref:(Samsung, 2012) 
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Figure A-6. Comparison Apple before and after iPhone and the newest Lumia (Image 
courtesy of East Valley Computer Solutions), Ref: (Hahn, 2012) 

 

 

 

 
Figure A-7. Development line from iPod to  iPhone/iPad (Image courtesy of PCWorld) 

Ref: (Daw, 2011) 


